Side and region dependent changes in dopamine activation with various durations of restraint stress.
Exposure to various mild stressors has been shown to result in the activation of dopamine containing neuronal systems projecting to the medial prefrontal cortex (PFC), to a lesser extent the nucleus accumbens septi/olfactory tubercle (NAS) and, in a few studies, the striatum. It has also been shown that dopamine (DA) systems on different sides of the PFC are successively activated as stressors are prolonged. We have therefore examined the effects of variation in the duration of a restraint stressor (15, 30 and 60 min) on region and side dependent alterations in DA utilization in the PFC, NAS and striatum. Increases in the concentrations of the DA metabolites 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC) and/or homovanillic acid (HVA) or in their ratios with DA were seen in all regions examined with the largest effects occurring in the PFC and lesser effects in the NAS and striatum. In each region, the magnitude of these effects varied with time of restraint exposure. In the PFC, lateralized alterations in HVA and DA were seen over time with effects progressing from a left greater than right involvement at 15 min to a right greater than left involvement at 60 min. These results are discussed with reference to side and region dependent effects on brain DA systems as stressors are prolonged and the implications they may have for lateralized regional brain activity associated with stressor precipitated psychiatric disease.